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INTRODUCTION
________________________
Established in 2003, the AIDC Eastern Cape, is a wholly owned enterprise of the Eastern Cape
Development Corporation, mandated to assist industry remain viable and/or become more globally
competitive. The AIDC EC’s annual budget is supported by provincial government as well as increased
levels of income generation for sustainability.
This ensures that our services remain relevant and offer more value than private industry consultants, who
operate in this space. It also ensures that we are attuned to the actual needs of industry and meet but
preferably exceed them.
AS A PROJECT-DRIVEN ORGANISATION WITH A FOCUS ON TECHNICAL EXCELLENCE
AND DELIVERY, THE AIDC EASTERN CAPE PROVIDES ACCESSIBLE AND AFFORDABLE
WORLD-CLASS SERVICES IN THE AREAS OF:
•Manufacturing Excellence,
•Enterprise Development and
•Organisational Prosperity, which includes Workplace Wellness and Skills Development
& Training
Its team of highly qualified engineers, does this with the primary aim of giving legs to government’s focus
of growing jobs and the economy by making South African manufacturers more globally competitive.
THE AIDC EC CONSTANTLY ALIGNS ITSELF TO THE INITIATIVES IDENTIFIED BY
AUTOMOTIVE SUPPLY CHAIN COMPETITIVENESS INITIATIVE (ASCCI) - VIA THE INDUSTRY
AND PROVIDES THE REQUIRED SUPPORT IN THE REGION TO ACHIEVE COLLECTIVE
INDUSTRY OBJECTIVES.
THE PURPOSE OF ASCCI IS TO:

• Facilitate, coordinate and oversee supplier competitiveness improvement initiatives.
• Set the strategic direction for specific practically oriented competitiveness improvement projects.
THE STRATEGIC PRIORITIES INCLUDE:

• Supplier capability – Supplier performance improvement activities.
• Localisation – Increased local content, spanning competitive local material inputs through to
investment in new supplier process technologies.
• Strategy – Insight into critical policy, regulatory & related issues that influence growth in supplier
MVA.
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OUR VISION
& MISSION
________________________
VISION
________________________
THE AIDC’S VISION IS TO BE INDUSTRY AND GOVERNMENT’S INSTITUTIONAL
MECHANISM FOCUSING ON EFFECTIVE PROJECT DELIVERY IN SUPPORT OF
THE INDUSTRIAL POLICY AND OTHER STRATEGIC INITIATIVES WITHIN THE
ADVANCED MANUFACTURING SECTOR.

MISSION
________________________
TO SERVE THE SOUTH AFRICAN AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY
• To grow the SA automotive industry’s global competitiveness.
• To support the Government’s automotive-related objectives.
• To contribute to the Government and industry’s goals of continuous growth and sustainable
job creation.
• To support the Eastern Cape Development Corporation’s (ECDC’s) macro plan. The ECDC
holds 100% of the shares in AIDC EC. ECDC’s primary objectives are to plan, finance,
• co-ordinate and facilitate economic development priorities for the people of the Eastern
Cape.
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STATEMENT FROM THE

CHAIRPERSON OF
THE BOARD
________________________
Following a period of change management in the previous reporting period,
the results of a lean and flat organisational structure attached to a truly
motivated workforce, energised by a customer-centric approach has moved
the organisation’s value to a new level. Its relentless pursuit of measurable
gains in its programmes remains a hallmark.
The reporting period has been characterised by very low personnel turnover,
strong yet empowering leadership and unsurprisingly increased external
income.
The AIDC Eastern Cape, funded partly by the Eastern Cape Development
Corporation and a revenue stream earned through projects and services
it offers on a commercial basis to industry, has the unique ability and responsibility to meet both the
manufacturing sector’s need for support in improving shop floor quality, cost and delivery and in
implementing the Eastern Cape government’s mandate to grow jobs and socioeconomic growth.
The results of the 2016/2017 financial year confirm that the organisation has played a key role in
both as it has strengthened its relationships with stakeholders and further aligned its services with the
requirements of the manufacturing sector, where the AIDC EC’s interventions are keenly focused.
In terms of this alignment in the year under review the organisation has re-categorised its services into
three main focus areas, namely Manufacturing Excellence, Enterprise Development and Organisational
Prosperity.
The Support the Eastern Cape Province, through the AIDC EC, provides to manufacturers and
particularly automotive manufacturers is critical to the economy as the sector accounts for a notably
large portion of GDP and jobs.
The Board would like to express gratitude to the General Manager Mr. Hoosain Mahomed and his
ably led team for a set of results that promises even more. Given the manufacturing sector’s role in
socio-economic development of the Eastern Cape, I expect the AIDC EC’s contribution will become
increasingly strategic and impactful.
The Board is also grateful for the continued support from the ECDC as its shareholder, the
provincial Department of Economic Development, Environmental Affairs and Tourism (DEDEAT),
National Treasury, AIDC GP, Buffalo City Metro, Chambers of Business and all its important
stakeholders and clients who believe in the vision and value of the organization.

Dino Petrarolo
Chairperson
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GM’S REPORT
________________________
Notwithstanding the tough economic conditions under which manufacturing
businesses in South Arica are forced to thrive, the contribution of the AIDC EC
to industry and government’s priorities of real growth, people development
and job creation, in the review period, is gratifying.
The organisation’s efficacy, which, I am always most mindful, will be most
accurately and honestly assessed by our clients and patrons, is a factor of an
intentional, intensifying and sincere drive within the organisation, which has a
flat structure, to show results that hit the nail on the head.
This means that as a team, the AIDC EC is increasingly sharply focussed
with respect to not only what it does (our service offering) but in what those
services produce (the measurable outcomes for clients). We are a lean organisation. As a result there is
no room for misdirected effort and I believe our clients over the review period have appreciated that and
its results.
The AIDC EC has applied itself in the year to provide clients like the Automotive Supply Chain
Competitiveness Improvement Initiative (ASCCI), the Eastern Cape Development Corporation (ECDC),
and partners like the Eastern Cape Department of Economic Development and environmental Affairs
and National Treasury’s Job Fund with bankable returns on investment.
The organisation, like any, has had challenges over the past year but these have been far outweighed
by many highlights reflected in this report, which is a tribute to our dedicated staff in our quest to serve
our purpose and mandate.
The organisation is also beholden to our stakeholders and astute Board and its members’ ongoing
service and input.

Hoosain Mahomed
General Manager
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BUSINESS
FUNCTIONALITY
________________________
SHAREHOLDERS/BOARD

AIDC EXECUTIVE

ORGANISATIONAL
PROSPERITY

MANUFACTURING
EXCELLENCE

ENTERPRISE
DEVELOPMENT
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PERFORMANCE
HIGHLIGHTS
________________________
As essentially an organisation staffed with engineers, accurate measurements of our interventions remain important
not only to us but our clients. These impacts are also directly linked to government priorities of economic growth and
job retention/creation.
Special attention has been given to a high-level evaluation here of our contribution to:
•Lower the cost of doing business and promoting supplier competitiveness
•Workplace Health
•Environmental Concerns
•Skills Development
•Job Creation
•Black Empowerment

LOWER THE COST OF DOING BUSINESS
AND SUPPLIER COMPETITIVENESS
•Increased productivity (average 9%) and OEE
(average 10%) within companies participating
in the AIDC EC Programmes thereby significantly
reducing the cost of doing business. Savings
calculated as a result of these interventions total
R9.3m for the year.
• Reduced the average cost per unit produced
through reducing production costs for companies
involved in shop floor programmes as well as the
time per unit produced through reducing change
over times as well as increasing parts per operator
hour for companies involved.
• Reduced energy consumption at participating
suppliers by an average of 10% for beginners and
5.9% for companies with existing energy reduction
programmes, which represents a significant cost
and environmental saving.
• Three participating companies (large
component suppliers), benefitting from the
AIDC EC’s Cleaner Production programme,
accumulated savings of R953 000, in the review
year through improvements.
• Increased the competitiveness of the market
and improved manufacturing systems through
providing training, support and access to
technology in the automotive supply chain as part
of the shop floor Programmes.
• Assisted OEM supply chain efficiency,
localisation and transformation through
supplier assessment and support programme

commissioned by the Automotive Supply Chain
Competitiveness Initiative (ASCCI).
•Supported regional economic growth through
an intervention commissioned by the Eastern
Cape Development Corporation (ECDC) to assist
SMMES acquire global certification standards, to
successfully grow market access and revenues.
BETTER WORKPLACE HEALTH
•Preventable illness makes up approximately
80% of the burden of illnesses and 90% of all
health care costs. The AIDC EC has been highly
successful in assisting business reduce the financial
burden on themselves, their employees and the
state through the development of Holistic Wellness
Programmes, including HIV and TB transmission
in the workplace. Since inception (2009 - 2016)
the Wellness Management Workplace Cluster
programme, with a specific focus on HIV has
reached more than 10 000 employees, which
includes employees of the OEM partners who
form part of the network. The programme
contributed towards the increased number of
employees who are informed about their HIV
status as well as other health factors such as blood
pressure, blood glucose and body mass index.
•In the year under review the wellness drives of
the programme directly reached 1198 workers
at eight participating companies, where 51
employees also received specific wellness training.
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ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT

Chamber.

• Our World Class Manufacturing and Cleaner
Production Programmes, have been highly
successful in eliminating waste, minimizing nonvalue-adding operations, correcting movement
imbalances and significantly reducing power
demand.
• The Cleaner Production Programme, in the year
under review was successful in reducing
energy consumption at participating suppliers
by an average of 10% for beginners and 5.9%
for mature companies with existing energy
management programmes.

B-BBEE

SPEED UP SKILLS DEVELOPMENT
•Implemented the Automotive Experiential
Career Development Programme (Winter
Engineering School) - and linked this to a new
Technology for Youth Academy for Grade 10-12
learners, which equips learners with science,
technology and maths tuition and puts up to 30
learners annually into engineering related study
fields with bursaries.
•88 learners went through the new academy in
the course of the year.
• Promoted education and training in
priority skills areas by monitoring courses and
qualifications previously established in the Eastern
Cape through the AIDC EC programmes that
address engineering and technical skills shortage.
• Successfully effected phase 3 of a Jobs Fund
project, in partnership with DEDEAT to recruit and
train, in industry, 60 unemployed engineering
graduates in world class manufacturing
techniques. The Programme for Industrial and
Manufacturing Excellence (PRIME) equips and
places qualified, unemployed engineering
graduates in industry at no cost to the host
company.
• 914 people were trained in Total Productive
Maintenance in the year under review.
• 75 people were trained on quality
management systems, principles and opportunities
•51 people were trained in workplace wellness
• Facilitated the flow of technological resources
to industry through active participation in
new knowledge networks, including a host of
associations, fora, workgroups and committees.
The AIDC EC’s Executive Hoosain Mahomed
served in the year under review as a board
member of the Nelson Mandela Bay Business

• In partnership with National Treasury’s Job
Fund, created permanent placement of 60
unemployed black engineering graduates (the
bulk in the year under review) through the PRIME
graduate placement programme, addressing both
industry’s need for scare skills and employment
equity.
• Launched phase 2 of the Buffalo City
Automotive Aftermarket Incubator in Mdantsane
(through the same partnership) which created
5 new businesses for previously unemployed
entrepreneurs and is on track to create 58
temporary and 46 permanent jobs over a three
year period.
• Through the Automotive Experiential Career
Development Programme, the AIDC EC provided
educational tuition and facilitated bursaries to
enable black students to gain access to tertiary
engineering related study fields and so feed the
scarce skills pipeline and support industry.
• Through internal procurement policies, the
AIDC supports the government’s objective of
improved preferential procurement in order to
widen market access for entities. This is done
through the large percentage of consumables
supplied by BEE suppliers.
JOB CREATION
• Launched a successful Jobs Fund application
and developed 5 new businesses through the
Buffalo City automotive aftermarket incubator
in Mdantsane. The businesses are now run by
previously unemployed entrepreneurs.
• Empowered local communities by enhancing
their access to economic opportunities,
infrastructure and skills training through the PRIME
Graduate Placement Programme, which inserted
45 unemployed black engineers into fixed
employment.
• Improved the access of historically
disadvantaged individuals to infrastructure,
skills development and training by achieving
significant new black student enrolments in
engineering related faculties at tertiary education
institutions situated in the Eastern Cape as part
of the AIDCEC’s Skills Development and Training
programmes.
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ALIGNMENT TO EASTERN CAPE’S PROVINCIAL DEVELOPMENT STRATEGIES AND PLANS.
Care has been taken to ensure that these performance indicators and targets are aligned across the
Eastern Cape’s Provincial development strategies and plans.
The AIDC Eastern Cape is a focused agency of the Eastern Cape Provincial government’s economic
development plan with specific reference to its large automotive and manufacturing sectors.
On both national and provincial levels, the government has made very specific pronouncements related
to economic and industrial growth plans, with a focus on industrial and skills development, training and
job creation, as well as improving on service delivery and infrastructure with specific developmental
support initiatives identified.
The government through the Department of Trade and Industry (dti) has taken a deliberate decision to
support the automotive sector as it is critical for the economy and job creation, according to Minister Rob
Davies.
THE SECTOR IS THE MAINSTAY OF THE NATIONAL INDUSTRIAL BASE. IN 2016 IT HAS
ACCOUNTED FOR 7,5% OF GDP, 33,5% OF MANUFACTURING OUTPUT AND 14,6% OF
ALL SOUTH AFRICAN EXPORTS, (SOURCE AIEC).
OF GREAT REGIONAL IMPORTANCE IS THE FACT THAT 49% OF ALL LIGHT VEHICLES
EXPORTED FROM SOUTH AFRICA ARE PRODUCED IN THE EASTERN CAPE, WHOSE
MANUFACTURERS AND THEIR SUSTAINED SUCCESS ARE OF PARAMOUNT IMPORTANCE
TO THE REGIONAL AND NATIONAL ECONOMY.
The sector’s national contribution to South Africa’s GDP is forecast to rise to 10 percent by 2020 (source
Mike Whitfield, NAAMSA) and the auto manufacturing industry has potential to increase production by
50 % by 2020, pushing volumes considerably from the 604,000 vehicles a year currently - volumes
which support more than 100,000 manufacturing jobs.
Overall, 2016 was an extremely difficult year. Domestic new vehicle sales recorded a year-on-year
decline for the third year in succession, according to NAAMSA but this was offset by 2016 vehicle
exports which represented the highest annual industry export figure on record. Total vehicle exports at
344 822 units were up on the 333 847 vehicles exported in 2015.
Many smaller component manufacturers remain in a state of “economic distress”. The AIDC EC is well
entrenched in the dti’s automotive industry support programmes such as the lean manufacturing, quality
assurance and cleaner production processes, as well as government incentives to assist industry to
reduce costs, access markets, remain competitive and retain jobs.
The AIDC EC has over the last 12 years built a unique brand. It has also acquired experience in supplier
and supplier park development, supply chain development & logistics, incubation, quality management,
clean and lean production, workplace wellness as well as enterprise and skills development.
It has well established partnerships in the province and with various local governments in Nelson
Mandela Bay and Buffalo City Metropolitan Municipality, as well as with the Nelson Mandela
Metropolitan University (NMMU).
The AIDC is able to (backed by a proven track record) deliver its technical and project management
competencies in an advanced manufacturing sector in a manner that supports industrial and skills
development, as well as stimulating job creation and socio-economic activities.
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South Africa uses state incentives to attract companies including Nissan, Ford Motor Co. and
Volkswagen AG to set up and reinvest in factories in the country. The government program will be
extended beyond the current timeframe of 2020, while the production threshold to qualify for benefits
fell from 40,000 to 10,000 vehicles a year in 2016. South Africa produces more than 600,000 vehicles
a year.
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HEADLINE ACHIEVEMENTS
________________________
Companies participating in AIDC EC
programmes experienced an average

9% increase in productivity

+

10% increase in OEE

75

1198
workers reached
through Wellness drives

Number of people trained on
quality management systems,
principles & opportunities

10 000 +

employees reached through the
Wellness Management Workplace
Cluster Programme since 2009

5
New Businesses
created in phase 2 of the Buffalo City Automotive
Aftermarket Incubat

Reduced energy
consumption at
participating
suppliers by
an average of

914
people trained in TPM
in the year under review

60

Unemployed black
engineers placed into
fixed employment
through the
PRIME
Graduate
Placement
Programme

10% + 5.9%
for beginners

for companies with existing
energy reduction programmes
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STRATEGIC
OBJECTIVES
________________________
A five-year strategic and operational business plan identifies the strategically important goals and
objectives against which the AIDC Eastern Cape’s medium-term results can be measured and evaluated
by the Easter Cape Provincial Legislature and the public.
The new Automotive Masterplan post 2020, Automotive Supply Chain Competitiveness Improvement
Initiative (ASCCI) and within the Eastern Cape, the development of the Eastern Cape Automotive
Industry Forum, bear witness to the government’s support for this sector. The AIDC EC is aligned to give
effect to the Government’s Industrial Policy Action Plans (IPAP) as announced by the dti, ASCCI, as well
as being in a position to provide developmental support services required by the Eastern Cape Province
to its own medium/longer term Growth and Development Plan (PGDP).
The AIDC EC is a center of excellence in the automotive and manufacturing industry. The AIDC EC was
originally created to support government objectives in improving the competitiveness of the automotive
industry by providing expert assistance towards world-class standards. Funding is primarily derived
from grants from the Eastern Cape Development Corporation (ECDC). Other income is derived from
consulting work done in the industry and the utilization of external grants from, among others the dti and
Jobs Fund.
THE AIDC REMAINS A PROJECT MANAGEMENT DRIVEN ORGANIZATION WITH A
STRONG FOCUS ON TECHNICAL AND ENGINEERING EXCELLENCE AND DELIVERY, BY
PROVIDING WORLD-CLASS AFFORDABLE SERVICES RELATED TO THE FOLLOWING KEY
DEVELOPMENT FOCUS AREAS (KFA’S):
• Manufacturing Excellence or Supplier development,
• Enterprise Development and
• Organisational Prosperity including Skills development & training and Wellness.
THE AIDC EC’S PERFORMANCE WILL CONTINUALLY BE MEASURED AGAINST THE TRIPLE
BOTTOM LINE OF:
• Industry impact,
• Socio-economic and environment impact,
• Financial sustainability.
TO BE ABLE TO DELIVER ON ITS PRESENT AND FUTURE MANDATE, THE AIDC EC HAS TO
HAVE:
• A dedicated professional team of experts (adequate levels of staffing),
• Government (national, provincial and local), industry and labour union support,
• Access to local and international partnering networks, and
• Appropriate levels and stability of funding.
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KEY INTERNAL
DRIVERS
________________________
Operational excellence is a pre-requisite for ensuring the success of the AIDC EC’s objectives which
include reducing operational complexity, increasing external funding and promoting an environment that
supports our shared values and operational guidelines.
These include institutional focus areas as well as important elements that are crucial to the effective
functioning of the AIDC. The AIDC EC focuses on providing an internal working environment that:
• is functional and practical
• is aesthetically pleasing
• is ergonomically sound
• promotes efficiency
• is as cost effective as possible
• enhances the corporate image and branding
• seamlessly integrates all business functions
• minimises operational risks
During the year under review, three key objectives of the AIDC EC remained the reduction of financial
dependency on government funding, operational excellence through continuous improvement practices
for the creation of value to industry and more stringent alignment of outputs to provincial government
objectives. These accompanied the already entrenched emphasis of sound corporate governance and
legislative compliance.
The AIDC EC has inevitably evolved since its launch in the Eastern Cape in 2003, supporting the process
of change whilst ensuring that its core values and norms flourish. It sees this as paramount to building a
corporate identity that captures the passion of our staff and celebrates the legacy of successes achieved.
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OPERATIONAL
REVIEW
________________________
The AIDC EC continues to focus on the needs of the automotive and related manufacturing industry. At
the same time, it works actively with all levels of government through its various projects, programmes
and initiatives.
During 2016/2017 reporting period the AIDC EC was evaluated and achieved a level 1 status on
our B-BBEE Scorecard. The focus and effort towards B-BBEE has been on-going and will remain a key
driver in all organisational transformation processes. The Automotive Experiential Career Development
Programme in the Eastern Cape, which puts up to 30 black engineers into the study and work
environment each year and The AIDC EC’s own Graduate Placement Programme, the Programme
for Industrial and Manufacturing Excellence (PRIME), which has equipped a further 45 unemployed
engineering graduates with invaluable, real-world industrial teaching and shop floor experience, and
ultimately permanent employment, are prime examples of this work.
The Buffalo City Automotive Aftermarket Incubator which the AIDC Eastern Cape has developed in
Mdantsane is creating sustainable opportunity for nine new businesses and socio-economic upliftment
for many individuals in the community.

B-BBEE
THE AIDC EC STRIVES TO ENSURE THAT EQUITABLE OPPORTUNITIES ARE CREATED AND
OFFERED TO HISTORICALLY DISADVANTAGED SOUTH AFRICANS IN ITS PURSUIT OF
ACHIEVING THE GOALS AND TARGETS SET BY THE BROAD BASED BLACK ECONOMIC
EMPOWERMENT (B-BBEE) ACT. B-BBEE IS ENFORCED WITHIN THE ORGANISATION
THROUGH ITS PREFERENTIAL PROCUREMENT POLICY AS WELL AS ADHERENCE TO
CORPORATE TARGETS ON PROCUREMENT SPEND WITH REGARDS TO WOMEN, SMMES
AND BEE SERVICE PROVIDERS, THE RESULTS OF WHICH ARE REPORTED QUARTERLY TO
ITS SHAREHOLDERS.
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PROJECT ACTIVITY
The projects and activities undertaken over the year
under review are categorised under the key focus
areas of the company namely:
MANUFACTURING EXCELLENCE
ENTERPRISE DEVELOPMENT AND
ORGANISATIONAL PROSPERITY, INCLUDING
SKILLS DEVELOPMENT & TRAINING
AND WELLNESS
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MANUFACTURING
EXCELLENCE
________________________
Research, conducted by the South African Automotive Benchmarking Club (SAABC) shows performance
improvements among South Africa’s automotive manufacturers in excess of 50% over the past decade
(2006-2015).
The report suggests that difficult targets, previously considered unattainable, can and must be reached in
order for South Africa’s manufacturing sector to be competitive and viable.
NAACAM President Dave Coffey recently made the point that many local component manufacturing
firms are truly world class, but we have the dual challenge of keeping up with rapidly progressing global
best practice while also developing a long tail of firms yet to fully adopt fundamental lean practices,
which are essential to localisation contracts.
According to the SAABC report, South Africa’s component manufacturers have made significant
improvements over the past decade. For example, whereas in 2006, customer return rates were 1,208
parts per million, in 2015 this was down to 84 ppm, reflecting an overall improvement for customer
quality over the 10-year period of a very impressive 93.1%, or 1,124 ppm.
Total inventory levels (stock) for SA firms, moved from 34.5 days to in 2006 to 21.3 days in 2015, an
improvement of 38.2%.
Time lost due to machine/tool changeovers over the decade improved by 45.6% and the supply chains’
reliability, measured as on time and in-full (OTIF) delivery to clients, improved by a telling 70.0%.
Global manufacturers have also continued to push improvement and quality levels and South Africa’s
manufacturing output, a key economic indicator for the country, is dependent on our ability to not only
match these global bench-marks but surpass them.
In this context, the AIDCEC’s flagship programmes fall within the manufacturing excellence focus area.
The AIDC EC continually provides industry with world-class support programmes which make use
of leading manufacturing thinking, including Total Productive Maintenance, Six Sigma and Cleaner
Production, collectively titled World Class Manufacturing or WCM.
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PROGRAMME FOR INDUSTRIAL
AND MANUFACTURING
EXCELLENCE (PRIME)

________________________
The organisation remains proud of its unique graduate development programme, which is PRIME.
PRIME is indeed making a significant contribution to the AIDC EC’s Manufacturing Excellence focus.
The programme not only upskills and prepares black qualified engineering graduates to enter into
the manufacturing sector with confidence, it provides these learners with practical experience at host
companies during the up-skilling period. In fact, with the support of national treasury’s Job Fund, 60
graduates have been permanently employed in industry through the programme - most in the year under
review.
PRIME is making a significant contribution to job creation, the development of scarce engineering skills
in South Africa and to industry, which is reflecting bottom-line benefits as a result of innovation and
improvements promoted by the PRIME graduates, who are coached on the host’s shop floor to optimise
returns in specific projects, the results of which are meticulously measured.
The support and incentives provided by the Jobs Fund and match-funding partner The Eastern Cape
Department of Economic Development, Environmental Affairs and Tourism, to host companies
(essentially the programme covers the training costs and salary of each candidate for a year, after which
the host is expected to sign an employment contract with the graduate), attached to the world-class
training provided to graduates by the AIDC EC, is proving to be a recipe for success for industry and the
economy. The AIDC EC has applied for partnership with the Jobs Fund for future phases of the project
and trusts that this successful model will continue to assist in the transformation of our country’s socioeconomic landscape.
KEY FEATURES OF THE PROGRAMME INCLUDE:
Quality of candidates
All candidates were qualified graduates in an engineering field, however each went through a rigorous
selection process, including a technical exam and panel interview - boosting both host benefits and
employment uptake.
Programme participants are mature and work-ready, 24 being the average age.
Gender and race equity
Thirty percent of the graduates that are enrolled on the program are female in what has been a male
dominated working environment.
Ninety-six percent of the graduates are from previously disadvantaged communities which are evidence
that the program is at the forefront of transforming the working environment in the skilled workforce of the
automotive industry.
Training
Monthly performance reviews are done with the graduates and their host companies to ensure that the
graduate is performing to the satisfaction of the host company but also to evaluate that the graduate is
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settling into the working environment within the host company. On a quarterly basis, the graduates are
required to attend a presentation day hosted by the AIDC EC to present on their activities and projects
that they are busy with in their host companies.
Host companies approve the training that is to be provided and the feedback from the host companies
has been positive.
The following training has been done this financial year:
•Total Productive Maintenance - 34 graduates
•Green Belt Six Sigma - 34 graduates
•Leadership - 48 graduates
•Financial management - 34 graduates
Engineering
•Value stream mapping - 48 graduates

34

Engineering Graduates
trained in TPM
Engineering Graduates
trained in Green Belt
Six Sigma

34
Graduates
trained in
Financial
Management

Host
Companies

15

48

Engineering Graduates
trained in Leadership

34
Host Companies
Through the review period 15 companies had signed the host agreement with the commitment to take
these graduates on in full time employment.
The host company agreements have also had a penalty clause added that requires them to pay R85 000
back to the program should they fail to employ the graduate at the end of the internship. This has given
the program and Jobs Fund further comfort that the host companies that are taking part in the program
have serious intentions to employ the graduates at the end of the internship program.
The host companies as part of the program have assigned a mentor/champion to the graduates that are
in their company to help them grow and settle into the working environment. This and the performance
evaluations are done in conjunction with the Host company HR department to ensure that the host
company at all times knows that the graduate is their staff and that they must embed them into their
organisation. The AIDCEC is responsible of payroll administration, ensuring that the host company
agreement is being met, that the training program is followed and that the graduates are implementing
the training skills learnt into their working environment.
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TOTAL PRODUCTIVE
MAINTENANCE (TPM)

________________________
The AIDC EC ran its TPM programme for industry in the year under review, by once again making use of
clustering. The TPM Cluster has asserted itself as a powerful driving force behind improvements in all of
the participating suppliers, returning significant results, reported below.
INTRODUCTION
Total Productive Maintenance (TPM) is fast becoming a global standard amongst firms as OEMs are
increasingly reliant on local suppliers to provide cost advantages to support local content targets. In
order to reach these targets, many production systems are available that are often implemented in a one
size fits all approach where results do not meet expectations.
The AIDC EC’s TPM programme’s attractiveness resides not only in the sustainable improvements
measured by participants, who are clustered for learning benefits, but by senior management support for
a programme driven through the shop-floor, a proven business model for excellence globally.
The supplier base in the Eastern Cape is under continuous pressure to optimise its operations in line with
global standards and best practices. Local content targets are driven by a number of factors and it is
essential for suppliers to ensure readiness to capture local content opportunities from the OEM’s in South
Africa.
The opportunity of increasing exports also presents itself through the application of respected business
best practice systems such as Total Productive Maintenance.
The AIDC EC TPM programme has a competitive advantage in that its TPM facilitators have been trained
by the Confederation of Indian Industries (CII) to meet with international TPM standards.
Towards the end of 2016 the AIDC EC had TPM programmes launched within eight companies across
South Africa, including Port Elizabeth (5), Cape Town (1), Durban (1) and Krugersdorp (1).
GOALS OF THE PROJECT
The main purpose of the project is to transfer Total Productive Maintenance concepts to suppliers to
ensure sustainable long-term gains through the implementation of the philosophy. TPM aims at increasing
Overall Equipment Effectiveness by addressing the 6 big losses (Breakdowns, Small Stops, Startup
Losses, Setup and Adjustments, Speed Loss, Defects in Process and Reworks).
The sub goals of the project are;
Zero breakdowns
Zero accidents
Zero defects
A FEW KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS USED TO MEASURE TPM IMPROVEMENTS include,
OEE, Manpower Productivity, Breakdown Hours, Customer PPM, In-house Rejection, Major Accidents,
Minor Accidents and Morale through Kaizen Suggestions and Implementation.
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SUMMARY OF OEE AND PEOPLE TRAINED WITHIN THE CURRENT TPM CLUSTER
COMPANIES FROM EACH RESPECTIVE KICK-OFF TO DATE

Number of people trained on TPM
314

271
182
25

22

Supplier 4

Supplier 5

15
Supplier 1

Supplier 2

Supplier 3

Supplier 6

37

22

26

Supplier 7

Supplier 8

Supplier 9

Figure 1: People trained

AVE OEE% IMP VS BASELINE
Company 9
1%
Company 8
1%
Company 7
4%

Company 10
13%

Company 1
16%

Company 2
2%
Company 3
5%

Company 6
19%
Company 4
27%
Company 5
12%

Figure 2: OEE % Improvement per supplier
TO DATE WITHIN CURRENT TPM COMPANIES AN OVERALL AVERAGE OF 10% OEE
IMPROVEMENT FROM BASELINE HAS BEEN ACHIEVED.
JOBS SUSTAINED: IN THE YEAR 2016/2017 A TOTAL OF 136 JOBS WERE SUSTAINED
THROUGH COST SAVINGS IMPLEMENTED THROUGH THE TPM PROGRAMME IN THE
RESPECTIVE COMPANIES.
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TPM HIGHLIGHTS
•The AIDC EC hosted the annual Kaizen Competition at the Dolphins Leap Conference Centre in
Port Elizabeth during March 2017. The competition and seminar promote the awareness of successes
achieved and the presentation of best practice.
Auto Industrial Machining was named Kaizen Champion, Natstan Wire was first runner up and the
second runner up award was shared by Omnia Fertilizer and SJM Flex SA, for achieving significant
improvement in manufacturing measured by Overall Equipment Effectiveness (OEE), the key
component of which is machine downtime.
•A total annual saving of R9 393 756.69 was reported from the eleven participating companies from
Eastern Cape and Gauteng.
•Quarterly Review Meetings, held for cluster participants enabled sharing, learning and support with
innovative solutions to challenges.
•Best Practice Visits were undertaken within TPM Cluster Companies to share processes and procedures
for continuous improvements such as Lumotech’s DOJO centre. “DOJO” is a Japanese term which
literally means “place of the way” therefore a DOJO center can be defined as a place where people
are taught how to carry out a certain task, are shown specifications and standards expected from
them.
•Quarterly TPM Newsletters were created highlighting company achievements and best practices.
•A partnership was entered into with Vorne Industries who sell an OEE system that is a “bolt-on” smart
device that provides manufacturers with plant-wide, real-time data visibility and a comprehensive set
of performance management tools. It combines six products in one simple package including a visual
display, production monitor, data warehouse, I/O processor, embedded server, and programming
platform. The system will provide significant support to the attainment of industry’s TPM goals.
•A Best Practice TPM Tour was led to India and attended by fourteen individuals from a diverse
range of industries. All gained new insights into optimising business and manufacturing methods. From
23 September to 2 October, the group engaged with Indian enterprises that have actively adopted
measures and methods that have led to increased productivity, efficiency and profitability. The focus
of the trip was on TPM – Total Productive Maintenance – and manufacturing processes and
principles, predominantly in the automotive sector in India’s Northern Manufacturing Hub.
COMPANY TPM FEEDBACK
“Air Liquide made the decision to implement the TPM programme to understand the OEE
of our plants, customer installation equipment, effectiveness of our Operators and Skills of
operators and to optimise the space available to us with limited movement and increase the output of our
plants without jeopardising Safety and Quality”.
Fanus Labuschagne – Regional Manager of Air Liquide
“Natstan Wire joined the TPM Programme to improve its manufacturing processes
and to achieve a higher level of competitive performance by implementing the following:
1. Identify process losses and make them more visible.
2. Develop and empower teams to identify and remove the cause of each problem or loss.
3. To standardize the improved working methods”.
Peet Claassen – Managing Director of Natstan Wire
“TPM is a culture of self-governing and total employee participation to drive safety, quality,
cost with zero breakdown”.
Shawn Myburgh – Six Sigma Black Belt/Lean Leader of Tenneco EC
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“SJM Flex SA embraced the TPM programme due to its methodologies of operator involvement,
value adding and empowerment. SJM Flex SA looks forward to the horizontal deployment
throughout the entire plant with consultation from the AIDC EC”.
Craig Ehlers– Plant Manager of SJM Flex SA
“TPM has helped us synchronize implementation plans that lead to the realization of our vision, integrate
all employees and know their contribution through constructive feedback and communication, share
vision/goals which are linked to our daily business, know the impact of a single improvement activity to
the strategic objectives. Smart solutions beyond rubber”.
Murray Bailes - Contitech Business System (CBS) Specialist from ContiTech Africa (PTY) Ltd
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CLEANER
PRODUCTION

________________________
The AIDC EC supports the Automotive industry with energy optimisation, energy management and ISO
50001 implementation through the Cleaner Production (CP) programme. Operational cost reduction,
environmental sustainability and competitiveness improvements are the main outcomes associated with
the programme. Energy management principles are used on all levels of the programme to prepare for
future energy management initiatives.
The CP programme remains relevant in the manufacturing industry, due to the high cost of electricity
and other sources of energy. The programme aims to improve manufacturing competitiveness on an
international level to mitigate increasing operational costs.
The Cleaner Production programme is offered in three different phases and suggested for each client
based on their energy efficiency and maturity levels.
•Phase 1: Energy Efficiency (Opportunity identification)
•Phase 2: Energy Management System
•Phase 3: ISO 50001 (International Energy management system)
New clients participating in the programme from the first phase can expect to achieve savings around
10% for the first and second year, thereafter it will depend on the focus of the programme.
Phase two expands the principles from phase one into formal procedures and tracking methods to
sustain savings and verify energy performance. Focus is placed on the understanding and management
of high energy consuming equipment in the plant.
Phase three expands the processes of phase two and includes ISO 50001 requirements relating to
energy management, legal requirements and operational controls.
The Cleaner Production programme is adapted to suit each client individually, it is therefore not a
requirement to apply for ISO 50001 certification, but the AIDCEC will structure and implement the
energy management system in such a way to allow certification in the future.
Results
The Cleaner Production programme yielded significant savings over the last few years, with results of
over 10% per year achieved by some clients. Current clients of the programme were matured in terms
of energy saving initiatives therefore the primary focus of the Cleaner Production Programme throughout
this financial year was to implement and maintain energy management system and ISO 50001, with the
implementation of energy saving initiatives as a secondary objective.
Extracting further gains for clients with whom we have previously implemented energy initiatives is
naturally more difficult and more expensive, but a targeted 5% saving was exceeded with an average
overall savings of 5.9% achieved by three participating companies.
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QTR 1
(APR-JUN)

QTR 2
(JUL-SEPT)

QTR 3
(OCT-DEC)

QTR 4
(JAN-MAR)

COMPANY A

R 111 240

R 109 005

R 108 443

R 127 545

COMPANY B

-

R 19 102

R 110 613

R 82 186

COMPANY C

R 284 916

-

-

-

CUMULATIVE

R 396 156

R 524 263

R 743 319

R 953 050

TOTAL
Table 1: Savings Achieved by Three Participating Companies
In support of the cost savings a number of people were trained in energy optimisation opportunities
relating to individual client processes. These energy optimisation principles are included in daily shop
floor talks as well as basic plant induction training. The training supported the ISO 50001 system
preparation and certification.
The impact of ISO 50001 is evident with clients who pursued this initiative, showing improvements in
energy performance, behaviour and overall system efficiency.
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QUALITY MANAGEMENT
SUPPORT PROGRAMME

________________________
Introduction
In the year under review the AIDCEC was appointed by the Eastern Cape Development Corporation
(ECDC) to assist ten SMME’s with the implementation of quality management systems.
The result of this training has been transformational for selected companies with respect to market access
opportunities, and contract bidding, which will not only grow the individual companies but also the
regional economy, which is part of the mandate of the ECDC.
Improvement of the competitive advantage of the SMME sector is a key driver of economic growth.
Economic growth results in increased employment opportunities and government has identified the
SMME sector as vital to job creation.
The QMS Programme has been tailored to encompass the following:
•Sustainable implementation – the AIDC EC takes the role of the trainer and facilitators during the
implementation, ensuring that the participating company (i.e. management representatives) get handson experience with the implementation of the system. This will enable the participating companies to
understand and maintain their system.
•Assist the SMME’s with certification of their quality management system through the relevant and
accredited Quality Management Board.
Project Deliverables
The project deliverables were:
•ISO 9001 and Global Gap requirements and procedure training
•Gap analysis with implementation
•Develop quality manual and procedures as per relevant QMS
•KPI Deployment
•Management Training
•ISO 9001/Global Gap documentation audit report
•Internal system and process audit report
•Readiness audit report
•Assistance during third party certification
•Assistance to address and close findings
Project Implementation Journey
The AIDCEC followed a structured process in delivering on the project objectives:
A. Initial Company Visit – all participating SMME’s were visited for introductory purposes and to assess
the compliance status to QMS (ISO 9001: 2015 or Global Gap) and determine the gap. The gap
analysis provided us with a skill gap and the training intervention required to achieve the set
objectives.
B. Training – Based on the Gap Assessment, training was conducted with the participating SMMEs. The
training was based on ISO 9001 for the SMME’s that require ISO 9001 certification and Global
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Gap for one SMME.
C. QMS Implementation – The implementation of the quality management system with all its related
documentation and requirements for QMS certification.
PROJECT PROGRESS
Training
All ten entities have undergone training as per their required standards. All entities requiring ISO
9001:2015 certification have completed their training. A total number of 50 employees have trained on
the following topics:
•Introduction to ISO 9001:2015
•Module 1: Understanding and Implementation of ISO 9001:2015
•Module II: ISO 9001:2015 Auditing Techniques
In addition to the ISO 9001:2015 training, a further 25 people were trained on Global Gap, and QMS
requirements in the Agricultural Sector.
The table below is the summary of training for the ISO 9001:2015 certification.

Number of
people
trained

Women

A

3

1

B

6

2
1

Company Name

Youth

African

Asian/
Indian

1

2

4

Coloured

1

2

C

2
2

E

7

1

F

2

1

G

4

1

2

H

4

1

1

4

I
J

10

5

6

10

10

4

50

16

14

41

Table 2: Summary of Training Attendees

Rural

2

D

Total

White

2
5

3

7
2
1

2

5

4

10
3

1
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Project Implementation Status
The table below indicates the current status of the project with % completion of the activities.

ITEM/CATEGORY

Status

Readiness Assessments

Completed

Intro to ISO 9001 Training

Completed

ISO 9001 Module 1 Training

Completed

Implementation of ISO 9001

80% Complete

ISO Module 2 Training

Completed

ISO 9001 Internal Audits

75% completed

Global Gap Training and Implementation

60% completed

Table 3: Project Status Summary
PROJECT SUCCESS/ HIGHLIGHTS
The participating SMME’s have given positive feedback.
•One SMME has received a product testing certificate which will allow them to trade in countries such
as China for the first time.
•A Civil and Engineering consulting firm has indicated that it has now become a requirement within
their statutory bodies that entities be ISO 9001 certified. Some of the RFQ’s they respond to require
bidders to be ISO 9001 certified. The programme is playing a key role in meeting those requirements
and improving their competitive advantage and market access.
•One SMME in IT Infrastructure Development is now bidding for a contract that they would not
normally qualify for.
Five enterprises have shown progress and have been identified to be ready for stage 1 audit.
There have also been enterprises that have struggled to cope with the demands of this project. These
are mainly enterprises that are owned by single individuals who have been challenged by the demands
of running the business and also focusing on the certification. Continued support is provided for these
SMME’s to ensure they achieve what they set out to achieve despite the obstacles and challenges.
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ASCCI WORLD
CLASS MANUFACTURING
SUPPLIER INITIATIVE

________________________
In order to promote localisation and supplier development, in the review period the AIDC EC was
contracted by The Automotive Supply Chain Competitiveness Initiative (ASCCI), to initiate a World
Class Manufacturing initiative at Stateline Pressed Metal, a black-owned company that specializes in
production of pressed metal parts and employs 186 people in Port Elizabeth.
Following the initiative the following improvements were measured and have contributed to the
organisation’s industry competitiveness:
•a 3% ytd reduction in machine downtime rate with the latest reporting month reflecting an
improvement of 5%.
•5% Operational Equipment Efficiency (OEE) ytd improvement over previous year’s average.
“We have realised positive results in uptime and to a certain degree, without even
noticing, the discipline has improved as individuals have come to realise accountability,
responsibility and more so standard practises.
It is really heartwarming to see the changes that ASCCI has brought and this has lead us
to engage in TPM programmes as well as Health and Wellness with the AIDC EC and we
are looking forward to positive outcomes through these initiatives too.
Thank you very much for the opportunity, thank you for the good choice in facilitators
- we are heading in the right direction to becoming a truly World Class Manufacturer.
Mark Gilbert CEO.
The AIDC EC used The DMAIC methodology to get an overall understanding of the SPM’s press shop’s
processes and then employed various tools including SMED analysis, method studies, negative maps,
work flow (spaghetti – to track movement and distance travelled) diagrams and production studies to
attain data critical to improving the current state.
SPM’s benchmark identified a project focusing on improved operational maintenance as a priority. This
involved a review and bolstering of machine uptime, with the project to address both breakdowns and
changeover challenges. The project included a focus on the system, processes and procedures in place,
as well as the necessary support structure.
The AIDC EC has supported 6 suppliers in the Eastern Cape, who have embraced the ASCCI Initiative
under various project charters:
• TPM
• Employee Morale
• SCM
• WCM
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ORGANISATIONAL
PROSPERITY
________________________
Under the broad banner of ‘organisational prosperity’, the AIDC EC provides a basket of services
including skills development & training and wellness, designed to assist companies run their operations
from a strong base, which is built on a continuously up-skilled and productive workforce. A productive
workforce is adequately skilled and both physically and emotionally healthy or well.

SKILLS DEVELOPMENT
AND TRAINING

________________________
The funding model of Skills Development & Training over the past thirteen years has ensured that
the department was able to focus on the development and implementation of skills and training
programmes, where ultimately industry was the beneficiary. The Skills Development and Training
Department was established with the government mandate to fulfil the skills development and training
needs of the automotive industry at a macro level whilst remaining aligned to national governments’ skills
imperatives and strategies. This was done through conceptualizing and translating the greater needs of
industry in the public provider environment.
Skills shortages are widely regarded as the main factor which slows economic growth globally. As a
result, the AIDC EC established its Skills Development and Training (SD&T) Department to identify sectors
with skills deficiencies, and then develop programmes to nurture individuals to drive economic growth
across South Africa. The main focus of the AIDC EC is to become a catalyst for Government to explore
solutions to overcome skills shortages in the automotive industry.
This has resulted in the AIDC EC developing scarce and critical skills in accordance with long-term
requirements emanating from the automotive sector’s needs. The Skills department has engaged
vigorously with industry and government to link future programmes and initiatives with the needs of both
industry and government whilst partnering with current programmes in order to ensure sustainability of
especially, the AIDC Youth programmes.
The value of the SD&T Departments service offering, (as a pivotal role player in industry through
government, business and academic collaboration) is to respond to national priorities by conceptualising
and translating industry needs in the public provider environment. The skills department is committed
to addressing the critical skills shortages identified in DOL’s National Scarce Skills List, through the
implementation of structured programmes and interventions to eliminate the backlog of a skilled
workforce in the automotive and general manufacturing industries, in the Eastern Cape.
The SD&T department prides itself on being the strategic link between industry, government and
tertiary institutions providing context to the focus on closing the skills gaps by retaining and promoting
skills to increase local content of industry, improve competitiveness by addressing the skills shortages
in the automotive and manufacturing sectors, through technical and trade skills, together with higher
order critical skills, as well as to promote and retain the South African automotive industry as a viable
competitor globally by ensuring that skills supply responds to demand. Without skills, production will
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suffer, leading to the collapse of the industry.
Due to the new mandate and business model, the department has moved its orientation from being fully
funded, to becoming a more income generating department seeking to address the needs of industry.
The new focus addresses and assesses the skills needs of industry, whilst strategizing on new, innovative
concepts for programmes to deliver on its mandate.
The department’s strategy has focussed on the following focus areas during the 2016/17 financial year:
a) Priority Sector development and support through focussed training interventions to priority sectors
b) Strategic human resource capacity development within training institutions to deliver on the skills
needs of targeted sectors
c) Youth Development through the Automotive Engineering Career Development Programme (AECDP)
Whilst Skills Development and Training has played the role of engaging, facilitating and collaborating
with educational institutions, service providers, government and industry – with the operational role of
developing (in collaboration with partners), and overseeing (project managing) the implementation of
the various initiatives and interventions, the role of the department was essentially more strategic than
that of actual implementation.
The Skills department has applied its thinking to a short to medium term strategy for the interim with a
view to of lessening the burden on its shareholder in the medium to long term (i.e. shrink the required
shareholder core funding for the department), but ensure that all programmes designed, developed
or implemented yield a return that will sufficiently recover costs. The key is to rigorously maintain
professional and quality programmes and services.
KEY SKILLS DEVELOPMENT & TRAINING PROJECTS AND ACTIVITIES FOR THE 2016-2017
FINANCIAL YEAR PERIOD:
•Training interventions to address the skills needs of priority sectors
•Human Resource Capacity Development within tertiary institutions
•Youth Development
•Road to Accreditation
TECHNOLOGY FOR YOUTH ACADEMY
A major focus has been in the Youth Development arena where a full youth academy targeting Grade
10-12 learners has been developed. The aims of the youth academy include:
•Support of the local career development pathway
•Implementation of an integrated career focused programme aligned to industry pathways
•Promotion of public-private partnerships that better coordinate investments, resources and planning in
industry
•Co-ordination of support for local implementation of career pathways by improving collaboration
and reducing the costs amongst partners
•Alumni programme – Database for human capital
EIGHTY-EIGHT YOUTH WERE ENROLLED IN VARIOUS YOUTH PROGRAMMES, IN THE
YEAR UNDER REVIEW LARGELY THANKS TO SPONSORSHIP FROM CONTINENTAL TYRE
SA, A LOYAL SUPPORTER OF THE AIDC EC’S YOUTH PROGRAMMES.
The department has engaged with partners and industry as well as government to focus more on the
youth as corporate CSI offerings, whilst trying to address the “dump” funding of corporates in order to
gain B-BBEE points and tax rebates. The department has engaged with the Nelson Mandela Bay Metro
to once again assist the academy with possible funding opportunities and avenues together with industry
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in a Cluster approach. The Metro is excited about the concept of the Academy and is currently assisting
the department tap into funding avenues and partnerships.
TRAINING INTERVENTIONS
In order to facilitate the implementation of programmes and interventions aligned to the new business
model and strategy, the department has undertaken comprehensive exploratory meetings with training /
service providers, FET institutions and SETA’s in order to better understand the service offerings of these
organisations and how the AIDC EC can play a functional revenue generating role in the sector, whilst
still adhering to its core mandate.
The AIDC EC has engaged with training / service providers to examine the possibility of facilitating
short course training within the soft skills arena, with a view to also undertaking technical training in the
medium term.
Once again, a cluster approach to the training offerings of the AIDC EC is currently being drafted taking
into account the skills gaps within industry and government. The approach will be three-fold: 1 assessing
the needs of a company, 2 generating a training plan for implementation speaking to the company
strategy and 3 mentoring of candidates throughout the programme and beyond.
A LARGE PORTION OF THE DEPARTMENT’S RESOURCES IN THE YEAR UNDER REVIEW
WAS ALSO DEVOTED TO TRAINING IMPLEMENTATION OF THE SOFT SKILL TRAINING
PROGRAMMES IN THE PROGRAMME FOR INDUSTRIAL AND MANUFACTURING
EXCELLENCE, RUN FOR 65 ENGINEERING GRADUATES WITHIN THREE REGIONS.
ROAD TO ACCREDITATION
With a clearly defined mission, as a result the new mandate and business model, the AIDC has
embarked and outlined a roadmap to accreditation. The long-term vision of the AIDC EC is to become a
multi OEM funded training facility within Nelson Mandela Bay.
The AIDC EC is in the process of seeking initial accreditation through merSETA. The department has
currently generated a full QMS system with relevant policy and procedures which is being viewed for
accuracy by a service provider. The accreditation process effectively takes 12-18 months (including the
identified training offerings).
CONCLUSION
The department has underscored the need to develop and redesign itself, with a focus on new product
and service offerings. This phase is a medium to longer term strategy that will include the development
of its own products and services as well as contributing to that of the organisational development and
internal capacity building.
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WELLNESS MANAGEMENT
PROGRAMME

________________________
INTRODUCTION
Globally society is moving towards greater awareness and practice towards holistic wellness. Research
organisations have linked an effective workplace wellness programme to productivity and profitability.
Ironically the manufacturing sector, which is under intense pressure to increase productivity, quality and
delivery at better cost, has perhaps been a slow mover, in this area. The resultant levels of absenteeism
and productivity and even discontent from workers are exposed when the system is put under increasing
pressure - which is a trend in an economy that globally is struggling to grow.
The AIDC EC has based its tried and tested and somewhat pioneering wellness management programme
on global best practice, adapted to the unique South African environment.
Our objective is to be a preferred partner to large companies for the development, strengthening
and sustainability of relevant structures in their supply chain or other affiliated small and medium
enterprises. Organisational health informed by effective wellness management and chronic disease
education, management and prevention builds on a variety of ongoing, coordinated activities and
services, adversely affecting organisational
development, employee engagement and
productivity.
Capacity development, programmes
mentoring and support is aimed at
developing and strengthening health
and wellness structures within the client
organisation, which would encourage the
employee’s health seeking behaviour.
The programme develops standardised and
aligned strategic and operational plans
(tailor made to the needs of the respective
clients/ sectors) for the implementation of
a high impact, integrated and sustainable Figure 3: AIDC EC Wellness Management Focus Areas
workplace programme. Research based, ethically approved company assessments are performed to
identify and analyse gaps for each contracted client, where this baseline data provides the scientific
foundation for a strategic programme model to be applied.
METHODOLOGY
The AIDC EC’s partnership with German Development Company, GIZ, came to is conclusion in March
2017, an eventuality that had long been anticipated and planned for.
The organisation has honed its skills, frameworks and networks to provide an expanded basket
of wellness services, including Employee Engagement Surveys, Social Worker placements and
financial literacy courses, in addition to its well established offerings in general health and HIV&AIDS
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financial literacy courses, in addition to its well-established offerings in general health and HIV
interventions, to which our unique, peer led-application mechanisms are applied.
The wellness programme responds to the needs of the sector to offer more targeted interventions with
flexibility of programme components and programme intensity or duration. The AIDC EC is currently also
expanding the wellness workplace programme both geographically as well as covering a wider range
of wellness spheres.
The basis of the programme’s approach however is founded on the concept of “Assess, Plan, Implement,
Monitor and Evaluate” (APIME), which requires leadership, commitment and participation from all levels
and functions of the organisation. It can be described as follows:
Assess:

assess the non-occupationally induced health risks and the risks to optimal wellness
(baseline and ongoing assessment is required).
Plan:
establish objectives, programmes, interventions, campaigns and processes necessary to
deliver results in accordance with the organisation’s wellness and disease policy and to
manage the identified risks.
Implement: implement the programmes, interventions, campaigns and processes as planned.
Monitor: monitor and measure activities (the programmes, interventions, campaigns) and processes
with regard to the policy and objectives, and report the results.
Evaluate: take actions to continually improve the wellness and disease performance to achieve the
intended outcomes.
The programme model has evolved through ongoing research and development as well as international
and national best practice influence. The approach is structured and standardised, focusing on maximum
efficiency and sustainability. The department’s work is aligned and contributing to relevant national,
provincial and sectoral strategies. It is therefore eminent that the department must develop stronger
partnerships with stakeholders on the respective provincial and national levels. These partners include
the South African National AIDS Council SANAC, the National Department of Health, the office of the
Deputy President as well as the Eastern Cape AIDS Council.
FRAMEWORK AND POLICY ALIGNMENT
The programme is aligned to and informed by:
•South African National Standard (SANS) 16001: 2013 Wellness and Disease Management System
•Information, Motivation and Behaviour Model (Fisher, J.D., 1992)
•Joint United Nations Programme on HIV and AIDS
•7 SADC (Southern African Development Community) Best practice Criteria and Definitions (2010)
•SADC Strategic and Business Plan on HIV and AIDS (2010)
•ILO Standards on HIV and AIDS (2010)
•GIZ Project Progress Review Criteria
•Global Fund Investment Case (2013)
•Capacity WORKS (GIZ 2015)
•10 Minimum Standards for good project management (GIZ)
•Baseline risk assessments
•Annual implementation plans
•Ongoing monitoring and reporting on implemented interventions
The hands-on approach of companies is desired. Moreover, companies are much more specific in
what they want out of the Wellness programme and in turn have participated in setting up the structures
that make the programme more sustainable and integrated in their day to day business. Part of our
methodology is guiding companies through the process of establishing steering committees, reviewing
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their health and disease management policies, implementing baseline research, and setting up a
programme that meets the employee’s needs and contributes towards decreasing absenteeism.
A healthy, well-trained, highly qualified and motivated workforce is critical for
organisations’ competitiveness in the global market. The workplace has been identified
and has become a key health-promoting setting worldwide with corporate strategies and
interventions directed at enhancing employees’ health and well-being (Burton, 2010;
Dornan & Jane-Llopis, 2010; ILO, 2009; Van Wyngaardt, 2010).
Collaborative partnerships allow the programme to gain support through its consultative network of
experts in research and development, to ensure that the programme sustainability and impact is further
strengthened. Through networking and advocacy the project team focuses on innovative solutions
supported by a strong partnership approach, where the AIDC EC’s network of external stakeholders and
platforms have contributed towards the overall programme success.
RESULTS
The AIDC EC Wellness programmes contribute towards the reduction of costs in the long term and the
increase of productivity as well as ensuring an engaged workforce. Concrete savings from reductions
in health care costs and employee sick leave is a good method for calculating return on investment
(ROI). Additional contributions made by employees who are “well” could potentially far exceed the ROI
estimated by the hard cost-savings.
EMPLOYEE WELLNESS PROGRAMMES HAVE OFTEN BEEN VIEWED AS A NICE EXTRA,
NOT A STRATEGIC IMPERATIVE BUT THE ROI ON COMPREHENSIVE, WELL-RUN
EMPLOYEE WELLNESS PROGRAMS CAN BE AS HIGH AS 6 TO 1 AS THE INDIVIDUAL IS AT
THE HEART OF PRODUCTIVITY.
Comprehensive health risk assessments were conducted in agriculture and the automotive sector,
reaching 9 companies within the automotive and agriculture sectors with a uptake of between 91-100%
of employees within 2016/2017. Assessments during the wellness drives included HIV counselling and
testing (HCT), blood glucose, high blood pressure testing, Body Mass Index testing, TB screening, and
TB testing (farms only). The results from KAPB surveys and all other baseline assessments conducted
are used in a consolidated report to assist each company with establishing systematic processes which
consider its “context” and which take into account its risks and its opportunities, its legal requirements
and the other requirements to which it subscribes.

Total
No. of
number
employees
of Client
Companies
8

1551

Baseline
Surveys
Participation

Employees
trained

716

51

Wellness
Company
drive reach status

1198

4 complete,
4 carried
over to next
year

The wellness management programme team has implemented and refined tailor-made products, which
has been researched within the target audience, and are available immediately at very low cost.
Materials and methods accommodate the educational needs, work environment and socio-economic
relevance for the respective target groups.
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These products include:
•Employee engagement survey and strategy
•Wellness KAPB Survey
•Educational poster set and facilitators guide
•Management awareness tools
•Refined Peer Education Curriculum based on what works in the workplace
FEEDBACK
The companies participating in the wellness programme have all sent formal emails to congratulate the
project team on the achievements in programme delivery. This was validated by the achievement of
programme objectives as well as the deliverables.
The AIDC EC wellness management programme was invited to present at the NAACAM Regional
meeting in February 2017, to share with the members, some of the programme achievements as well as
the AIDC EC model applied in automotive and manufacturing.
Our research based approach to Wellness speaks to the interests of senior managers and HR in that
they hold with great regard our assessment of their work environment and our understanding of the core
needs of their employees in order to tailor-make a programme that will have a return on their investment.
Among other highlights this review period were the 2016 World AIDS Day event and Peer Educator
Recognition Awards event that took place at the Nelson Mandela Bay’s Feather Market Centre. This
event was hosted by the Mayor of Nelson Mandela Bay, where the AIDC EC wellness programme
received a certificate of acknowledgement together with two AIDC EC Workplace Wellness
Coordinators and leading peer educators trained within client companies.
The client companies who were represented all share a common quality, where through the support of
the AIDC EC wellness programme they have been able to ensure top management buy-in, contributing
towards enhancing programme visibility and cooperation within the workforce.
CASE STUDIES
AIDC EC’s wellness programme has successfully expanded to include other regions and districts in the
Eastern Cape. Most of those are referrals from existing sustainability companies. Engagement and
representation on national conferences and platforms stimulated demand for our services across the
country. The way such an expansion could be achieved requires thorough consideration.
The AIDC EC presented a poster at the International AIDS Conference hosted in Durban, South Africa
during August 2016. This study presented the success story of wellness programme in achieving high
HIV Counselling and Testing (HCT) uptake in the automotive and agriculture sector in the Eastern Cape
Province.
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Figure 4: International AIDS Conference Poster extract: AIDC EC baseline assessments and
interventions.
Ongoing monitoring, evaluation and research conducted within the AIDC EC wellness programme has
proven that behavioural interventions are an effective way of increasing HCT uptake, adherence and
retention of HIV services, as well as in overall wellness initiatives. The AIDC EC programme, guided
by the Information Motivation Behaviour (IMB) Model (Fischer, JD & Fisher WA, 1992), provides a
practical and realistic approach within its interventions as to contribute towards positive behaviour
change.
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ENTERPRISE
DEVELOPMENT
________________________
BUFFALO CITY MUNICIPALITY INCUBATEE PROGRAMME

________________________
The AIDC EC, with support from the Eastern Cape Development Corporation (ECDC) and the Buffalo
City Municipality (BCM), successfully launched an automotive aftermarket incubator in the East LondonMdantsane settlement, with the aim of growing the industry and developing new B-BBEE companies.
The BCM Incubator project, which now houses nine start-up businesses, was officially launched by the
Mayor of BCM Alfred Mtsi and DEDEAT – MEC Sakhumzi Somyo to a wide media audience on 9
February 2016 to train the young entrepreneurs in Fort Jackson – Mdantsane.
IN THE YEAR UNDER REVIEW FIVE (5) NEW BUSINESSES, OPERATED BY PREVIOUSLY
UNEMPLOYED, BLACK ENTREPRENEURS, WERE CREATED AND LAUNCHED AT THE
LOCATION AND WERE SUSTAINED OVER THE REVIEW PERIOD WITH EACH REFLECTING
PROFITABLE RETURNS.
The new businesses join four incubatees, set up in the previous financial year, who recorded a combined
turnover of roughly R2.5mil in their first year of operation. While profit margins vary per business, there
has been a steady growth of 20% over the previous year among the initial incubatees including:
1.Tyres - Tyre Fitment and Repair Centre including Wheel Alignment.
2. Windscreens - Windscreen Fitment and Repair Centre
3.Batteries - Battery Check, Fitment and Recharge Service Centre
4.Shop - Shop / Kiosk
The incubator project expanded over the 2016 – 2017 financial year to include the following new
incubatees.
5. Leather work, manufacture – “concentrating on the automotive aftermarket”
6. Electrician - providing services to all industries, Automotive and non-Automotive
7. Mechanical workshop – providing services to public and private sector, government fleets, etc.
8. Satellite installation – servicing mostly the private market but looking to expand into Automotive sector
– CCTV, etc.
9. Switch Gear manufacture – Manufacture of DB boards for all sectors.
HOW DID THE PROJECT COME ABOUT?
The AIDC EC was approached by the BCM to assist with the development of an automotive after-market
business incubator for the Mdantsane region in the Eastern Cape. The economic challenges in the region
had resulted in the availability of a number of un-used industrial-type buildings. The AIDC EC submitted
a Jobs Fund Application for funding of the development, which was successful.
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GOVERNMENT’S KEY OBJECTIVES, WHICH ARE BEING ACHIEVED INCLUDE:
•Developing black entrepreneurs
•Creating sustainable entrepreneurs and sustainable jobs
•Township revitalisation
WHO ARE THE PARTNERS IN THE PROJECT?
The partners in the incubator are Department of Economic Development Environmental Affairs and
Tourism (DEDEAT), Buffalo City Municipality (BCM), Eastern Cape Development Corporation (ECDC)
and National Treasury.
WHAT TYPES OF INCUBATOR SERVICES IS THE AIDC EC DELIVERING?
The incubator started off in the previous financial year having a strong automotive after-market focus
due to the presence of a large number of informal traders that include tyre-repair and fitment, glass
fitment and repair, battery test and fitment, exhaust fitment and repair, etc. The AIDC EC looked at
expanding the current project to include non-automotive but linked in the space as a service provider to
the automotive industry.
The AIDC EC incubation model is unique, when comparing it to conventional incubation centers. The
AIDC EC incubation system leave the incubatee with a fully-fledged viable new and sustainable business
after three years.
Each of the new businesses will continue to be mentored by the AIDC EC with coaching and services
provided, including:
•
Human resources (HR) support;
•
Finance / Accounting;
•
Security services, etc.
•
Basic Business Operations
•
Marketing
•
Business Registration and legal requirements
•
Building and Infrastructure

JOB CREATION LINK

ESTIMATED IMPACT OVER 3 YEARS

Number of permanent jobs created as a
result of funded initiatives

46

Number of new short term jobs during
period of grant funding

58

Number of beneficiaries

70
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SUSTAINABILITY
REPORT

Sustainability is recognised as being essential to the
long-term success of the AIDC EC. We subscribe
to the three pillars of sustainability, the AIDC triple
bottom line:
INDUSTRY IMPACT
SOCIO-ECONOMIC AND ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPACT
FINANCIAL SUSTAINABILITY
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COMPANY HISTORY
The AIDC Eastern Cape is 100% owned by the ECDC. It started operations in November 2003.
The AIDC Eastern Cape is an organisation listed according to the Public Finance Management Act
(PFMA), Act No 1 of 1999. In compliance with Section 66 of the Public Finance Management Act, the
Board decides on the funding requirements of the Company. Furthermore, as an organisation conceived
as a sustainable business entity, the AIDC Eastern Cape Board of Directors has agreed on a set of
prioritised goals, objectives and outcomes reflected in the AIDC Eastern Cape triple bottom line: industry
impact, social and environmental impact and financial sustainability.
CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
The AIDC Eastern Cape has adopted an enterprise governance framework covering both the corporate
governance and business governance aspects of the organisation. It refers to good governance that is
linked with performance management, thereby enabling the Company to focus on areas that move its
business.
Focusing on important business aspects of control, enterprise governance considers the whole picture to
ensure that strategic goals are aligned and good management is achieved.
Conformance can also be referred to as corporate governance and covers issues such as Board
structures and roles, whilst the performance dimension, also referred to as business
governance, focuses on strategy and value creation, helping the Board to:
• Provide strategic decisions;
• Understand its appetite for risk and its key drivers for performance; and
• Identify its key principles to decision making.
GOVERNANCE PHILOSOPHY, STRATEGY AND OBJECTIVES
The AIDC Eastern Cape fully subscribes to the King III Code of Corporate Governance and the
principles of openness, integrity and accountability as advocated in the Code, as well as the Public
Finance Management Act. Through this process, stakeholders may derive assurance that the Company
is being ethically managed according to prudently determined risk parameters in compliance with
generally accepted corporate practices. It is part of the mandate of the Audit and Risk Management
Committee to monitor the Company’s compliance with the Code of Corporate Practices and Conduct at
all levels within the organisation.
Enterprise governance requires commitment at every level of the organisation. It is therefore essential
to create an effective governance and compliance culture. The initial phase of entrenching this culture
involves the creation of awareness at every level, as well as alignment with the ethics and values of the
AIDC. The AIDCEC has developed a set of shared values, as follows:
• Teamwork
• Client-centered
• On time, on brief, on budget
• Encouraging a learning culture
• Open and honest two-way communication
• Respect for others
• Ethics and integrity above all
However, it is accepted that there is no “one size-fits-all” approach to corporate governance and
any appropriate governance framework should conform to the size of the Company, its complexity,
its structure and the risks affecting it, providing a mechanism through which objectives are set and
monitored. Through such a vibrant and responsive system, interaction can be effective and responses
quick within a framework of solid corporate values.
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The AIDC’s enterprise governance framework incorporates a range of governance objectives, a
delineation of responsibilities at Board, Board Committee and Management level, and the identification
of champions and key functions for governance integration into all operations. The Board has formalised
its governance objectives and annually assesses whether the process of corporate governance
implemented by the AIDC successfully achieves these objectives. They are:
• Risk Management
• Performance Management
• Assessment of Public Finance Management Act Compliance.
Treasury Regulations issued in terms of the PFMA provide the necessary legal basis for the
implementation and support of the Framework for Managing Programme Performance Information.
Accordingly, departments and public entities are responsible for:
• The production and tabling of a Strategic Plan with a five-year planning horizon and including
certain prescribed information.
• The production and tabling of an Annual Performance Plan with a three-year planning horizon that
sets out annual performance targets for the medium-term expenditure framework (MTEF) period and
quarterly performance targets, where appropriate, for the current financial year.
• The production of quarterly performance reports, which will be submitted to the National Treasury
and the relevant provincial treasuries. Public entities should also provide these reports to responsible
departments.
• The identification of a core set of indicators needed to monitor institutional performance.
• The alignment of reporting between the Strategic Plans, Annual Performance Plans, budget
documents and annual reports.
The Framework serves primarily as a good practice guideline enabling assessment of the quality and
usefulness of institutions’ various accountability documents.
INSTITUTIONAL STRUCTURE
The AIDC EC is a public entity (Section 3D), subject to the corporate governance rules as laid down
by the Companies Act of 2008 and the Public Finance Management Act, Act 1 of 1999. Reporting
procedures and requirements related to the business and activities of the AIDC EC are therefore both
complex and stringent, which require a diligent management process.
THE MANAGEMENT STRUCTURE OF THE AIDC EC
Present structure
The senior management team, with other management (professionals), of AIDC EC makes up the
Management Committee of the AIDC EC. This committee meets frequently to discuss and review various
issues requiring management’s attention. The general manager is the chairperson of this committee.
The AIDC Eastern Cape Compliance and Risk Management model.
The Compliance and Risk Management is incorporated into the AIDC risk register. Each department
in the AIDC EC is responsible for identifying all risks relevant to their respective functional areas. Risk
identification and the reporting of risk incidents are the responsibility of all staff.
The AIDC EC management is collectively responsible for ensuring that the AIDC risk register is reviewed
and updated on a quarterly basis. The risk and compliance register is tabled on a quarterly basis to the
Audit, Risk and Governance Committee and thereafter escalated to the AIDC EC Board.
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AIDC BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Role and composition
The AIDC Board of Directors monitors compliance with policies and achievement of objectives.
Furthermore, the Board is responsible for preparing financial statements that accurately reflect the
AIDC’s financial position at the end of the financial year. In terms of the Public Finance Management
Act, the AIDC Board is the accounting authority for the AIDC, effective August 2003. The Act sets out the
fiduciary duties as well as a range of general responsibilities of the accounting authority.
The Board meets at least quarterly and retains full and executive control over the Company. The Board
monitors management, ensuring that material matters are subject to Board approval, and reserves to
itself a range of key decisions to ensure that it retains proper direction and control of the Company.
The Chairman and General Manager provide leadership and guidance to the Company’s Board,
encourage proper deliberation of all matters requiring the Board’s attention and obtain optimum input
from the other Directors.
The Shareholder is instrumental in appointing Board members to the Board. The Board, through its
Shareholder is responsible for setting the direction of the Company through the establishment
of strategies, key policies and the approval of financial objectives and targets. It monitors the
implementation of strategies and policies through a structured approach to reporting by executive
management, and recognises the responsibility for the management of relationships with its various
stakeholders.
Non-executive Directors/Shareholder Representatives
N Ncokazi		
Board Chairperson
D Petrarolo		
Deputy Chairperson
I Whittal			Director
S Sentwa			
Director – Shareholder
H Mahomed		
AIDC Executive
The Board has a strong contingent of Non-executive Directors. Non-executive Directors bring with them
diversity of experience, insight and independent judgment on issues of strategy, performance, resources
and standards of conduct.
Non-executive Directors have no service contracts with the Company. Recommendation of members for
re-appointment is not automatic, but considered individually based on their contribution.
Executive Director
The Executive Director is involved with the day-to-day business activities of the Company and is
responsible for ensuring that decisions, strategies and views of the Board are implemented.
Board Committees
To assist the Board in discharging its responsibilities, a number of Board Committees have been
established, details of which are provided below. There is full disclosure by these Committees to the
Board. Control is also exercised through the Executive Director who, together with management, is
responsible for providing appropriate and timely information to the Board necessary for it to fulfill its
responsibilities, through a framework of open communication and integrated financial reporting systems.
In addition, the information needs of the Board are assessed on an ongoing basis.
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• The Audit and Risk Management Committee (ARMC), is primarily responsible for
overseeing the AIDC’s financial reporting process, by assisting the Board with attending to its
fiduciary duties related to the safeguarding of tax payers’ monies, assets and ensuring the
implementation of adequate management and control policies and procedures, ensuring accurate
financial reporting and statements are compliant with legal and accepted accounting practices. This
Committee is also responsible for ensuring that the AIDC keeps a detailed risk register and properly
manages all identified risks.
Audit, Risk and Governance Committee
I Whittal			Chairperson
K Abrahams		
Member
H Mahomed		
AIDC Executive
• The Human Resources and Remuneration Committee (REMCO) is responsible for reviewing
HR related matters and deciding on remuneration levels required to attract top caliber people. This
Committee also makes an annual recommendation to the Board of the advised percentage salary
increases, as well as the payment of any performance bonuses.
HR Remco, Ethics and Nominations Committee
T Mouton			Chairperson
S Abader			Member
M Nicholls		
Member
H Mahomed		
AIDC Executive
• The Procurement Committee, is responsible for overseeing the AIDC supply chain process and
decisions regarding the procurement of assets and approving of high value procurement orders of
over R500,000 - procurement actions in excess of R 3 million are subject to Board approval.
The mandate of the Audit and Risk Management Committee includes:
• Consideration of the annual appointment and evaluation of the external auditors, the audit plan and
audit fees
• Evaluation of the independence of the external auditors, consideration of non-audit services
performed by them and the establishment of the policy in this regard
• Review of the annual financial statements, prior to submission to the Board
• Review of problems arising from external audit and review of the external auditors’ reports and
identification of key issues arising
• Monitoring the ethical conduct of the Company, its executives and senior officials and potential
conflicts of interest and bringing to the Board’s attention any environmental and social issues.
• Monitoring compliance with the Public Finance Management Act (PFMA Act No 1 of 1999),
applicable Treasury Regulations and any other applicable legislation.
• Reviewing the effectiveness of internal controls, including internal financial control and business risk
management and maintaining effective internal control systems
• Reviewing the safeguarding of assets against unauthorised use or disposal
• Reviewing the control of the overall operational and financial reporting environment and monitoring
the maintenance of proper and adequate accounting records
• Reviewing the risk areas of the Company’s operations to be covered in the scope of internal and
external audits
• Reviewing the adequacy, reliability and accuracy of financial information provided to management
and other users of such information
• Evaluation of its own performance and effectiveness at least annually.
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The Audit and Risk Management Committee is satisfied that the mandate as laid out in the terms of
reference has been achieved. The Audit and Risk Management Committee has evaluated the financial
statements of the Company for the year ended 31 March 2017 and based on the information provided,
considers that it complies in all material respects with the requirements of the various Acts governing
disclosure and reporting in the annual financial statements. The Audit and Risk Management Committee
therefore recommends the adoption of the annual financial statements by the Board of Directors.
Chairman and Chief Executive
In line with best practice, the roles of Chairman and Chief Executive are separate. The Board was led
in the year under review by the Chairperson, Noludwe Ncokazi and the executive management of the
AIDC is the responsibility of the Accounting Officer of the company. This clear division of responsibilities
at the helm of the Company ensures a balance of authority and power, so that no one individual has
unrestricted decision-making powers. At the same time, the Board and executive management work
closely together in determining the strategic objectives of the AIDC EC.
Company Secretary and Director development
All Directors have unlimited access to the services of the Company Secretary, Y Naidoo, who is
responsible to the Board for ensuring that all matters relating to the Board Meetings/schedule is
arranged accordingly. All Directors are entitled to seek independent professional advice at the
Company’s expense, concerning the affairs of the Company.
CODE OF ETHICS AND ORGANISATIONAL INTEGRITY
Confidence, trust and integrity are the values that have underpinned the success of the AIDC EC since
its inception. In a world in which ethics in business are challenged daily, the AIDC aspires to be a role
model in business that attracts and retains the finest people.
The AIDC is committed to a policy of fair dealing and integrity in the conduct of its business. This
commitment is based on the belief that business should be conducted honestly, fairly and legally.
To this end, the Company has adopted a Code of Business Conduct and Ethics.
All employees, as well as those who conduct business with the AIDC, whether contractors, suppliers or
any other business associates, are required to comply with this Code of Business Conduct and Ethics and
maintain the highest ethical standards to ensure that the Company’s business practices are conducted in
a manner which, under all circumstances is above reproach.
BUSINESS GOVERNANCE
This area of governance focuses on adding value to the Company by leveraging the worth created by
conformance. Business governance forms the link between the strategic objectives set by the Board and
Board Committees and the actions and decisions taken by the Management Committees.
Primary functions of business governance are the review, implementation and monitoring of structures,
internal controls and compliance with the principles of good governance at a management level.
Business governance will drive the culture of good governance at all levels of the organisation.
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RISK MANAGEMENT
Effective risk management is driven by a strong risk management culture. This culture is based on a
fundamental and philosophical core that guides the overall approach to risk. The culture also sets the
tone throughout the AIDC EC to practice the right risk behaviour consistently.
Effective risk management is integral to the Company’s objective of consistently adding value to the
business. Management is continuously developing and enhancing its risk and control procedures to
improve the mechanisms for identifying and monitoring risks. For this reason, the management team
has developed a comprehensive risk management plan which lists risk areas, impact, probabilities
and impact of occurrence, corrective action, preventative action and responsible people. This risk plan
is reviewed quarterly by the management team and presented to the Audit and Risk Management
Committee and Board for quarterly for review. The company has a Fraud and Corruption policy in place.
Operating risk is the potential for loss to occur through a breakdown in control information, business
processes and compliance systems. Key policies and procedures are in place to manage operating risk,
involving transaction, supervision, monitoring and financial and managerial reporting. Financial risk
management is dealt with in the notes to the financial statements.
The Board reviews the internal compliance report on a quarterly basis and is satisfied that an adequate
system of internal control is in place to reduce risks taken by the Company to an acceptable level,
and that these controls have been effective during the period under review. The system is designed to
manage, rather than eliminate, the risk of failure and to maximise opportunities to achieve the business
objectives. This can only provide reasonable, but not absolute, assurance.
INTERNAL CONTROLS
To meet its responsibility with respect to providing reliable financial information, the AIDC EC maintains
financial and operational systems of internal control. These controls are designed to provide reasonable
assurance that transactions are concluded in accordance with management’s authority, that the assets
are adequately protected against material loss or unauthorised acquisition, use or disposal, and those
transactions are properly authorised and recorded.
The system includes a documented organisational structure and division of responsibility and approval
authority, established policies and procedures, including a code of ethics to foster a strong ethical
climate, which are communicated throughout the Company, and the careful selection, training and
development of people.
External auditors monitor the operation of the internal control system they rely upon and report findings
and recommendations to management, the Audit and Risk Management Committee and the Board
of Directors. Corrective actions are taken to address control deficiencies and other opportunities for
improving the system as they are identified. The Board, operating through its Audit and Risk Management
Committees, oversees the financial reporting process and internal control system.
There are inherent limitations in the effectiveness of any system of internal control, including the possibility
of human error and the circumvention or overriding of controls. Accordingly, even an effective internal
control system can provide only reasonable assurance with respect to financial statement preparation
and the safeguarding of assets. Furthermore, the effectiveness of an internal control system can change
with circumstances. The Company assessed its internal control system as at 31 March 2017 in relation to
the criteria for effective internal control over financial reporting.
Based on its assessment, the Company believes that, as at 31 March 2017, its system of internal
control over financial reporting and safeguarding of assets against unauthorised acquisitions, use or
disposal, met those criteria.
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GOING CONCERN
The ability of the company to continue as a going concern is highly dependent on securing MTEF
funding for the 2016/17 financial year from its shareholder, ECDC. A three-year budget allocation
letter from its Shareholder secures a funding amount of R11.6, 12.4 and 13.2 between 2016 – 2018.
Management has implemented strict austerity measures for cost containment. Proposals for additional
funding has been submitted to the relevant stakeholders and new business is actively being sought
through a turnaround business strategy, which has been successful in reducing the organisation’s
dependency on government grant funding
OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY
During the year under review, environment, health and safety was overseen by the Business Support
Department which ensured compliance with the Occupational Health and Safety Act. Audits of first aid
kits, display of evacuation procedures and the appointment of first aid providers were executed.
No incidents were reported during the year under review.
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HUMAN
RESOURCES
PEOPLE: OUR ENDURING ADVANTAGE
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The AIDC EC operates as a provider of
professional services to a technologically
advanced sector.
This demands a staff complement that is technically
adept and conversant on global best practices
and the latest innovations and thinking. As such,
we pride ourselves as a learning organisation
which seeks to attract, develop and retain the best
skills. Talent management and staff development
are at the core of the Human Resources strategy,
and recognised as a key investment upon which
the current and future success of the organisation
depends.
The role of Human Resource Management is to
partner with management to provide efficient and
effective services that are relevant and valueadding through implementation and enhancement
of appropriate Policies, Practices and Procedures.
A range of resources contribute to the productivity
and sustainability of a business. These include
physical, financial and human resources. Although
all these resources are critical to the success of
the organisation, human resources are arguably
the most important especially within the AIDC
environment and also the most difficult to manage
– the human factor is ultimately the difference
between success and failure.
The HR department aims to create a compelling
workplace for all, hence the focus on people. Our
challenge is to develop efficient and effective, yet
simple solutions to the people side of the business.
Critical key focus areas are:
• Translate the AIDC EC business strategy into a
simple actionable HR strategy;
• Define and translate HR strategy into key
people initiatives and programs;
• Align HR solutions and services to meet
business needs;
• Identify the best way to attract, motivate and
retain new and existing employees for the
organisation;
• Improve HR operational excellence
continuously; and
• Measure impact of HR products and services
ABOUT HUMAN CAPITAL
The AIDC EC employs a total of 21 permanent
employees and 12 fixed term contractors. Training

spent per annum for the financial year is R R895
252.
Our investment in skills equates to 3% of the
payroll per annum.
No injuries or safety incidents were recorded in
the year under review.
ATTRACTING, RECRUITING AND
RETAINING TOP TALENT
The AIDC EC prides itself on recruiting only the
best candidates into the organisation. In order
to achieve this, we have a recruitment strategy
and adopt the most successful processes and
techniques to aid us in the selection process. Our
website, www.aidcec.co.za has proven to be a
valuable access point to the market and whilst this
yields good response, we also rely on local print
media and recruitment agencies.
The company’s mission, vision and shared values
as well as the AIDC EC’s brand play a significant
role in the process of recruiting as well as retaining
staff. Over the past few years the brand has been
strengthened on the back of excellent corporate
performance and accolades.
Internally, we manage a rigorous recruitment
process that consists of panel interviews and a
battery of psychometric assessments which screens
candidates against our internal programmes and
the challenging and diverse nature of project work
carried out.
EMPLOYER OF CHOICE
The AIDC EC aims to be an employer of choice.
This is a key strategic driver and one that
permeates throughout the organisation.
For this reason, the company conducts various
internal learning and development programmes
that span from technical competency development
to leadership.
Staff development is a mandatory requirement
that is monitored and measured for return on
investment and to ensure sustainability of the
organisation. Each staff member has a personal
development plan, which links in to our business
continuity and succession planning initiatives.
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Despite being a relatively small organisation,
the AIDC EC is extremely proud of the processes
that have been implemented within the context
of an evolving corporate culture. The HR strategy
continues to be geared towards continuous
improvement by ensuring that, from a transactional
perspective, a solid HR foundation is in place.
We build on this by promoting on time, transparent
and open communication, encouraging a strong
employee wellness culture, participation in the
continuous improvement process and a culture
of high performance. Additionally, our focus
on transformational issues and our policy of
employing high caliber staff within a stimulating
work environment are the hallmark ingredients of a
winning employer.
EMPLOYMENT EQUITY
The AIDC EC is committed to creating a workplace
in which individuals of aptitude, initiative and
commitment can develop rewarding careers at
all levels, regardless of their background, race or
gender.
The group’s employment practices and policies
emphasise equal opportunity for all, and seek to
identify, develop and reward those employees
who demonstrate qualities of individual initiative,
commitment and application.
The Employment Equity policy guidelines of the
AIDC EC provide for:
• Graduate and undergraduate development
and learning, recruitment and industry
placement
• Study assistance schemes
• Training & Development
• Talent management and Succession

The AIDC ECs Employment Equity policies also
aim to create an inclusive organisational culture
in which all employees are treated fairly and
equitably which creates an environment in which
employees feel comfortable and accepted.
The implementation of Employment Equity is
overseen by senior management, and is a key
component of the company’s strategy to ensure
that its employee profile is representative of the
demographics within which we operate within the
Eastern Cape.
Employment Equity is a crucial pillar of Black
Economic Empowerment, more specifically
relating to the Broad Based Black Economic
Empowerment Scorecard. It aims to make the
company structures representative of the country’s
economically active population demographics.
The company is presently rated as a category 1
employer in this regard.
Using employment equity as a vehicle, the AIDC
EC is able to provide meaningful opportunities
for the development of world-class people skills
in South Africa, using its strength as a progressive
and performance driven organisation.
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Below is the AIDC EC Employment Equity.
Occupational Levels

Male

Female

Foreign Nationals

Total

A

C

I

W

A

C

I

W

Male

Female

Top management

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Senior management

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

2

0

1

1

3

0

0

8

0

1

0

2

4

0

0

0

1

0

8

0

0

0

0

4

2

0

1

0

0

7

Professionally qualified and
experienced specialists and
mid-management
Skilled technical and
academically qualified
workers, junior
management, supervisors,
foremen, and
superintendents
Semi-skilled and
discretionary decision
making
Unskilled and defined
decision making

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

2

TOTAL PERMANENT

1

1

1

2

4

3

1

4

1

0

18

Temporary employees

1

0

0

2

5

0

0

0

0

0

8

GRAND TOTAL

2

1

1

4

9

3

1

4

1

0

26

SKILLS DEVELOPMENT
The AIDC sees skills development as a top priority
and therefore allocates double the statutory spend
necessary for training in its budgetary process.
Once training and development objectives have
been identified for staff, development activities
are sought that will match departmental business
needs and organisational requirements. Each
Department will have an annual Training Plan
derived from Individual Development Plans (IDP’s)
of each employee. Each Departmental Training
Plan has a budget of 3% of the Departmental Total
Cost of Employment of its human resources. The
cost of the total Training Plan is measured against
this. The AIDC EC’s Training and Development
initiatives, as well as Recruitment actions focus
on acquiring and enhancing Industry Scarce and
Critical skills and annual compliance.
PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT
Organisational effectiveness is a key measure in
an institution’s success and future sustainability.
Performance management within the AIDC
EC is the systematic process by which the
organisation involves its employees, as
individuals and members of a department, in

improving organisational effectiveness and in the
accomplishment of our mission and goals.
The process of performance management adopted
by the AIDC EC is as follows:
• planning work and setting expectations,
• continually monitoring performance,
• developing the capacity to perform,
• periodically rating performance in a formal
process
• rewarding good performance
Performance management at the AIDC EC is a
formal business process that is applied consistently
throughout the organisation. Peer review processes
are also used effectively to drive a performance
culture. Customer Satisfaction Feedback
Reports also provide an indication of technical
performance on specific projects implemented by
each staff member at the host company.
Performance goals are formally reviewed
twice per annum, however continuous monthly
feedback sessions are held between employees
and department managers to ensure that there
is consistent progress against goals and that
improvement areas can be addressed through
training specific to the individual or one-on- one
interventions.
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RETAINING TOP STAFF

EMPLOYEE RELATIONS

The AIDC’s remuneration policy is consistent with
the belief that our people are our most important
asset. To ensure that we continue to recruit and
retain the best caliber employees in the industry,
we reward individuals accordingly.

The labour relations environment has been
sound. A total number of 7 employees tendered
their resignations. The AIDC EC has successfully
recruited and replaced these gaps.

External benchmarking surveys ensure continual
job evaluations are undertaken and that
remuneration is competitive. Through these surveys
the AIDC EC benchmarks itself not only against
monetary incentives but also non-monetary
incentives and trends within the automotive and
consulting environments. Through our performance
management processes, we also ensure that
excellent performance is rewarded on an annual
basis through Bonuses.
EMPLOYEE BENEFITS
AIDC staff members enjoy the following employee
benefits:
• Alexander Forbes Pension Fund
• Group Life Insurance policy
• Group Disability policy
• Funeral Fund
• Long Service Award
• NBC Wellness Programme
feedback sessions are held between employees
and department managers to ensure that there
is consistent progress against goals and that
improvement areas can be addressed through
training specific to the individual or one-on- one
interventions.

Fixed Term contracts (as stipulated in the LRA
amendments of 2015) have been considered and
adhered to where justifiable. This has led to a
significant drop in fixed term contract employees.
EMPLOYEE WELLNESS
As a provider of professional services, the AIDC
EC is a people-based organisation that operates
at a demanding pace. As a result, work life
balance becomes a critical consideration.
Work life balance continues to be addressed
at the AIDC through its innovative Wellness
Programme which includes a 24-hour toll free call
center. In addition to this, our wellness programme
also offers face to face sessions on issues including
nutritional, financial, legal, emotional and medical
wellbeing. If a clinical problem is diagnosed
employees are referred to relevant professionals.
The system data is completely confidential and
this encourages staff to participate without fear of
stigma.
Together with the wellness programme, the
company runs annual wellness days and regular
lunch time talks. The wellness days involve
health assessments for all employees, as well as
initiatives for putting in place lifestyle changes to
ensure that employees maintain healthy lifestyles.
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Below is the AIDC EC Key Performance Indicators for 2016 - 2017.
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FINANCIALS

